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INTWXJCTION

Efficient management of natural resources requires the ability to utilize

and integrate information. The challenge is to fully utilize this information

base with its various degrees of accessibility, ever increasing volume and

dispersed nature. The manager must be familiar with media types used to store,

manage and communicate this information.

New technologies are constantly evolving which will be instrumental in

helping us deal with the ever increasing amounts of information. Furthermore,

these new technologies will aid in more effective application of information.

For example, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have been developed to input,

store, manipulate, and output spatial data. Most GIS s use Data Base Management

Systems (DS) technology which enables storage and manipulation of very large

data sets. Some packages even include statistical analysis capabilities which

permit the analysis and comparison of large data sets.

Data regarding ecosystem components are input into these software/hardware

systems and assist us in decision making. Analysis of these data results in

facts, the building blocks of knowledge which in turn lead to increased insight

and enhanced understanding of our ecosystems. This knowledge is usually embedded

in text material which enforces and supports its identity. Historically, the

storage mechanism for this knowledge and it s attendant context has been linear

text. The use of linear text as a storage medium hasn t changed appreciably

since Gutenberg developed the first printing press. However, print technology

has allowed this information to be spatially dispersed on a large scale. Mass

production has also allowed a larger segment of the population to be exposed to

printed material . Since the turn of the century, information has proliferated



in journals, textbooks and magazines. The sheer maitude of this information

effects its accessibility and usefulness to the general public. Information

stored in full text form requires a very costly and inefficient use of space.

Space has become expensive and will continue to be more expensive in the future.

We must explore new alternatives in information storage which enable indefinite

storage while increasing its accessibility. Diener (1990) points out that

current systems are not adequate enough to allow dynamic, interactive, and real

time communication of information. Although large steps have been taken which

have alleviated much of the unwieldiness of information retrieval, much remains

to be done.

Presently, data bases and information retrieval systems dealing with

different disciplines are commonly used at most libraries. These include

citation retrieval (author, date, title, publication, page numbers), in many

cases including an abstract and in a few cases a full text retrieval capacity.

These systems certainly represent an improvement over the card catalog, but still

fall short of the need for future information retrieval. If desired, one should

be able to extract the essence of a work rather than to page through related

narrative to find relevant information. Of course the essence for one person

may not be essence for another person and user requirements (context) is

important in determining the essence of a work.

Neuralware

Future automated information systems will probably include the potential

to mimic human information processing patterns. If one examines recent

cognitive psychology theory, it is apparent that people input new information

into short term memory, which is cross checked with each individuaFs existing

knowledge structure (Jonassen, 1988). This input, if deemed accurate or useful



by the person, is linked into the conceptual structure (long term memory),

thereby enhancing the individuaFs knowledge regarding the subject matter. This

sequence of events is analogous to taking notes on index cards where new bits

of information are added into a particular subject area (node/group of nodes).

These cards (nodes) are linked by threads to other similar cards that share the

common attributes of the category. The node/link pattern is used in the newer

knowledge modeling technologies such as semantic networks. According to Bejar

et al. (1991), in semantic networks concepts are represented by nodes which

are connected by labeled arcs or pointers. The pointers represent the relation

between the nodes. In this type of system, each concept is defined in relation

to other concepts. In order for this organization (node/link) to function, a

categorization process must take place. Lumping experiences, occurrences, etc.,

into like categories is critical if assimilation of information is to take place.

Concepts or categories have an internal structure, being organized around

prototypes that represent the central tendency of the category (Bejar et al.

1991).

Categories are very important in the management of any set of phenomena.

In our example, the management of natural resources requires categorization,

which allows us to deal with groups rather than individual instances or component

instances. For example, we can deal with individual spotted owls (Strix

occidentalis caurina) which represent unique genetic packages (instances of the

class owl, subclass spotted) and which react to environmental descriptors

(attributes) in a slightly different way than other instances of owl: spotted.

In contrast, we can deal with owls as a group or groups of spotted owls.

However, if we deal with the group (species) concept, we also accept, by default,

the degree to which we can predict or infer how the owl: spotted, will react to
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environmental attributes or ohanges in attributes. We must accept the degree

of freedom with which we can expect the category to behave in a certain way.

Similarly, the matrix (environmental factors) in which we find the owl can also

be categorized. However, groups of phenomena and groups of interactions are much

more difficult to predict and manage for than single species or single instances.

Landscape elements (plant species, topography, climate, soils, disturbance

patterns, etc.) can, however, be grouped into meaningful categories. Hierarchical

or network arrangements seem to work best when dealing with these categories.

Individual differences also exist in the way humans wish to view these

environmental phenomena. Individual perceptions also differ anng individuals

due to the scale at which these entities are viewed and preferred scale of

operation. Are we Feductionistic or Holistic in our view of the world? Most

likely we are somewhere on the continuum between these two extremes. Of course,

the position held on this continuum has a great deal to do with the entity being

evaluated and the level of the understanding that an individual has of the

entity. These differences have been attributed, at least in part, to brain

structure and chemistry and, particularly, brain hemisphere dissimilarity.

According to Riedl (1984) the left hemisphere of the brain operates from

strengths in sequentiality, verbal and analytical capabilities. The right

hemisphere, in contrast, operates more efficiently on tasks requiring spatial,

synthetical and non-verbal skills. The two hemispheres work in unison on a

problem, communicating continuously through the corpus callosum. Again, we

operate on the continuum which exists between these extremes. Each individual

is then unique and slightly different than other individuals due to combinations

of the continua. These theories are constantly being refined and there is still

considerable disagreement among researchers regarding these issues.
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Software/Hardware

Development of compxter technology has been heavily influenced by our

perceptions of reality (sequential/simultaneous, verbal/graphic) described above.

Software developers have historically worked through the linear or procedural

paradigm. Recently there has been a trend towards balance of sequential and

simultaneous philosophies. Currently these types of thinking are represented

in personal computers through the DOS and Windows operating environments used

by IBM compatible micro computers. DOS is much more geared to those who tend

to be more analytical/sequential, whereas the Windows environment is more closely

related to the graphic/spatial/simultaneous style.

Development of software has followed a path from the exclusively sequential

pattern (procedural paradigm) to the open inclusive design of the object-oriented

paradigm (OOPS). The OOPS pattern in characterized by 1) encapsulation, 2)

message passing, 3) inheritance (Thomas, 1989) (Korson & McGregor, 1990).

Encapsulation means that procedure and data access are contained within a module

of code. This block of code can be reused in another program and is activated

by passing a message to it. This is in contrast to the global nature of

procedural languages. Inheritance is passing of characteristics from the class

to each of its instances. OOPS has the general quality of modularity which is

shared by more recent technologies such as hypermedia.

Hypermedia is a technology which developed partly out of the need to

address large amounts of information, to connect (dynamically) disjointed

(spatially and contextually) information, and the philosophical need to produce

a cognitively comfortable information management system. Ted Nelson, the person

credited with coining the term hypertext, envisioned a global system of linked

data, information and knowledge (Nelson, 1974, 1978, 1981, as cited by Jonassen
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(1988). These data could be accessed by anyone, with authors receiving royalties

from each access.

Yankelovich et al. (1988), describes hypertext as "a system which allows

an author or groups of authors to link information together, create paths through

a body of related information, annotate existing texts, and create nodes that

direct readers to bibliographies, data, or the body of the referenced text.

Hypermedia is the natural extension of the hypertext pattern to include graphics.

These systems have been extended to include audio, animation and video. The

concept of Hypermedia has often been used synonynx)usly with multimedia. Some

have suggested differentiating Hypermedia from multimedia by using the degree

of interactivity possible. Multimedia would enable much more interactive

processes than would hypermedia (Franklin and Kinnell, 1990).

Simply, hypermedia follows the non-sequential pattern by enabling the user

to follow linkages within the information base without regard to how the

information was/is structured (Fig. 1 ). This pattern is similar to that used

in encyclopedias, i.e. see also'. The corniter (software/hardware) has made

the dynamic linking of information structure possible. The computer acts as an

intermediary between the user, the information and the information media (CD Rom,

video tape, audio, laser disk, etc). As was discussed earlier, this pattern

tends to more closely resemble the current theory regarding human memory

patterns. It seems reasonable to assume this link/node system would be more

comfortable to work with than a strictly sequential system due to the increased

compatibility. The passage of information from internal (brain) to external

(society) to internal (brain) should be enhanced by using this model. Further,

using an object-oriented approach should facilitate concept building. Modules

can be interchanged or integrated into larger systems facilitating their
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Figure 1. Differ es between traditional text and hypertext.

usefulness to the user. According to Horn (1989), hypertext (hypermedia) can

be used in six general modes.

1 Browsing

2 Training

3 Briefing (presentation)

4 Learning and analysis

5 Help

6 Referencing
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Within each of these modes, users may implement one or a combination of several

strategies (Jonassen, 1988). These include seeking information:

of personal relevance

which is dependent on the interest level

for curiosity fulfillment

based on experience level

based on needs

regarding a task.

Since these systems (Hypermedia) closely resemble functions of the human mind,

as described by current theory, they should serve as an extension or augmentation

to human thought (Franklin and Kinnell, 1990). The management of environmental

information should be facilitated by using this neuralware/software/hardware/

system which enables the node/link methodology. Natural systems are

characterized by structural and functional components which can be represented

by nodes (content) and links (structure). These components (nodes) are linked

by processes and interactions which ultimately form ecosystems.

Importance of Context

A discussion of non-sequentiality would not be complete without mentioning

the importance of context. Context as used in this paper is defined as material

or settings which support the essence of facts presented. Context can be stated

by either text or graphic means. Printed sequential text has evolved from a need

to present information within a context. The importance of context is ultimately

felt in the maintenance of language and the evolution of cultures. The challenge

to any new knowledge management paradigm will come from the problems associated

with the maintenance of this context. In order to fully understand the subject

being related by the author, the reader must be exposed to context (Glover et



al., 1990). Context may exist explicitly or implicitly. The efficiency with

which individuals assimilate knowledge has a great deal to do with the context

in which the knowledge was presented by the writer and the contextual filter of

the reader.

Impetus for Change

In a typical management system (rangeland management) a manager is

required to integrate information from different sources to reach management

decisions. This information may include:

Articles in professional journals

Reference and text books

Notes from previous experiences

Expertise from co-workers or predecessors

Tabular data data bases, spreadsheets, etc.

Legal docunients

Diagrams, charts, technical drawings

Plant collections (herbarium)

In addition, she/he will probably be required to utilize maps which might

describe:

Soil type distribution

Plant communities (present types)

Habitat types (potential types)

Wildlife distribution

Topography (slope, aspect, elevation)

Climate

Land ownership patterns
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Hydrology

Improvements (fences, water developments, etc.)

Disturbance patterns (fires, erosion, plant

species)

Recently these spatial entities and their attributes have been entered into

Geographic Information Systems (GIS). These GIS manage the representation of

spatial phenomena through data base technology. Digital representations of these

spatial entities and their attributes (descriptors) are stored in formats

accessible by other systems. Once this information is in digital form it

can be accessed by other technologies such as hypermedia which extends the

usefulness of the original data (information).

As mentioned earlier, a major key to management is the ability to group

phenomena, both spatial and non spatial, into categories whose behavior can be

"predicted within an acceptable degree of accuracy. Technologies such as GIS

and Hypermedia allow us to view these phenomena in new and unique ways permitting

true integration of data and thought and allow us to dynamically construct

categories in ways that were not possible before.

Although there are prototypes which best exemplify each of these

categories, most instances of each class will be distributed on the continuum

within each category. For example, instances of vegetation type A are alike only

in degree with respect to composition, structure, function and spatial

distribution and the degree to which they differ from instances in another type

(B). Instances and groups of instances can have boundaries in space and time,

although there may be gradients present hi many cases. Individual plant species

may be represented by several subspecies or ecotypes which can be further

represented by different genetic material. These categories are based on
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observable characters (macroscopic/microscopic) bit also involve the human

capability of concept formation (Lakoff, 1987). The attriIxtes used to classify

each instance will also undoubtedly fluctuate when viewed at different scales

(Fig. 2). The manager must deal with these entities which have substance in time

and space and which can be expected to change and interact in these dimensions

Entity stnicture, ±nct ion, change (disturbance, replacement, etc.) and

interaction must be dealt within a framework which allows transfer, coirinonality,

communication and application of management actions. The application of these

concepts may also require spatial and temporal uniformity.
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It seems reasonable to think that the natural resource manager s job could

be supported by a system which managed pertinent information in an integrated

digital environment, particularly if the system utilized existing digital data

such as those produced by GIS analysis. Graphics such as plant drawings, plant

photographs, technical diagrams such as those depicting water development

specifications or ecosystem interactions could be easily integrated with other

system components. The integrated neuralware/software/hardware system should

provide the manager with increased power of insight, increased understanding and

result in higher efficiency. Further, more comprehensive decisions should be

made possible by using this system. This is all based upon a solid plan built

on categorical frameworks.

APPIQ{

The Setting

In order to explore the potential of hypermedia, categories and concept

formation, I developed a fictitious prototypical example (Rangeland Hypermap)

which depicts conditions found in rangeland environments of the Great Basin.

This place' (Rancho Generico), although non-existent in space and time is

characterized by entities and attributes (descriptors) which have real meaning.

This area portrays changes in topography, plant communities, soil types,

management, land ownerships, and wildlife species which are commonly found in

parts of the Great Basin. This example also includes 'materials (knowledge,

data, examples) typically used by land managers in decision making activities.

For example, information regarding plant species includes spatial distribution,

taxonomic characters, associated species and their visual appearance. Similar

information is included for other resources which might be found in these types

of environments.
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The Hardware Model

Development of this application took place on an IBM personal PS/2 computer

(286) with 1 MB of RAM and a 20 MB hard drive. The display was a monochrome

(B&W) VGA (all graphics were developed in the monochrome mode MODE 3q80).

Primary interface with the system was accomplished with a mouse. Images were

input to the system with a hard scanner or manually entered (mouse) using a

paint program. Images were stored on the hard drive and archived onto 3.5

floppy disks.

The Software Model

The major component of this application is the KnowledgePro (KP)

development system. KP was developed by Bev and Bill Thompson at Knowledge

Garden, Setauket, N.Y. KP has three major attributes: 1) it is an object

oriented environment; 2) it has expert system capabilities; and 3) it provides

hypermedia facilities. This combination allows effective and dynamic

communication of information.

Central to KP is the concept of topic (object). A topic in K? can store

procedures, store variables, return functions, be assigned properties, inherit

values, behave like system commands, be arranged hierarchically, or represent

hypertext nodes (Thompson and Thompson, 1988). My project stresses the use of

hypertext facilities in K? but other capabilities could be integrated as well.

The K? system consists of many commands but has six main ones: 1) SAY to

display a message; 2) ASK to ask a question of the user; 3) IF, THEN to make

decisions; 4) M to mark hypertext concepts (links); 5) WINDCkI to open a

window; and 6) CLOSE-WINIThI to close a window.

The DOS version (a windows version is also available) of K? integrates
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graphics and text through a software module called Picture . HKB that activates

a graphics screen which in turn activates a topic that includes a screen image.

This capability is used most often with a hypertext link from a text screen but

can also be used to link two or more graphics screens.

Images for this project were created in two ways. First, pen and ink

drawings (previously composed) were scanned into a paint package. Images were

enhanced, annotated and saved as TIFF files. The paint software (PaintShow)

included a file conversion utility which enabled image conversion to the PCX

format needed by KP. However, most of the images were manually created in the

paint program then converted from TIFF to PCX format. The mouse was used to

manipulate the image construction process.

When portions of an image were to be used in more than one topic, e . g. base

maps, templates were first constructed and saved. Templates provide three

functions: 1) Consistency each image constructed from a base template had the

same base characters as others constructed from the same template, which provided

simplicity (elegance); 2) Time image construction in most cases was very time

consuming, probably the most time consuming part of constructing the knowledge

base. Time required to construct images ranged from 15 minutes for the base map

(Fig. 3) to 20 hours for the shaded relief map (Fig. 4); and 3) Continuity for

the user images with common attributes can be mentally arranged more easily

than sets with no continuity (Figs. 5 and 6),. Communication of more complex

concepts can be accomplished by using pointers from one image to another.

Research indicates that more information is mentally retrievable if this

continuity is observed (Kuihavy et al., 1992, Larkin and Simon, 1987). Iconic

representations are also helpful in depicting these relationships.
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The System Model

My objective was to create a prototypical enriched learning/reference

environment (ELE) where the user could be exposed to the ecosystem' (a rangeland

system) and to the components (plant species, management actions, disturbance

patterns, animal species, etc.) of that "ecosystem". The ELE is needed to

empower the user with powers of integration, extrapolation, contemplation,

exploration, imagination and interrogation. The ELE needed to be flexible enough

to allow for individual level of understanding, perspective and interest levels.

The ELE needed to be technically accurate and to convey a sense of reality even

though it was based on a fictitious point in time and space. The graphics
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developed needed to be accurate and thought provoking leading users to 'read

between the lines and enhance their own mental model of the subject matter.

Incorporation of scale (information, space, time, change) was also important.

Of course, the scope of these demands goes well beyond this paper and even beyond

one application. Therefore I had to restrict the knowledge base and keep it as

simple as possible.

Overall, KP was chosen for this project for its ability in dealing with

comprehensive information and it's ability to compartmentalize information. It

was also selected because it offered facilities to deal with conceptual stmcture

in an ordered way.
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P1ULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Rangeland Hypermap (RH) knowledge base was developed using the

Developers version of KnowledgePro which means that a runtime version of KP can

be distributed with this application without further royalty.

Structure

The RH example first presents the user with a graphics screen (Fig. 7)

;;iii:c;i.i;i;.

Hyp riaiij

a. I '3

( ___
.4-

__;

Mack B

Figure 7. Opening scre for Rangeland Hypermap.

containing two hypertext nodes: 1) continue or 2) Quit and return to main KP

menu. By using the left iuse button, the user can select either of these nodes.

If the continue node is selected, then a text screen is presented which includes



a table of contents where the user can select several paths which involve

different components of the knowledge base. Some of these nodes involve graphics

(maps) which include:

Land ownership patterns

Cultural improvements

Topography

Vegetation

Mule deer distribution

Sage grouse distribution

Hydrology

Soils

Other graphics include:

Plant drawings

Habitat diagrams

Landscape views

Nodes can also be selected which describe management related text material

regarding:

Human Information Processing

Automated information processing

Scale and hierarchy

Glossary of terms

Calculations and conversions

Plant species

Wildlife management

Range lands

Livestock management
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All of these nodes have one to several sub-nodes that lead to additional

information. At any point, the user can activate the right mouse button to

reverse the node/link sequence. Additionally, F-b on the keyboard can be used

to exit from any point within the knowledge base.

Function

The RH knowledge base works reasonably well in the presentation of needed

information. The computer system did present significant problems, however.

Most of these problems revolved around processor speed (10 mhz) and hard disk

access time (45 MS). Fm confident that a 486 (50 mhz) machine coupled with a

large/fast SCSI hard drive and caching technology would produce excellent

results. I found that speed of presentation was critical to get the full effect

of hypermedia. A slow hypermedia system is not desirable in most cases.

The software (KP) presented another potential problem affecting speed.

KP (DOS) uses a separate screen setting for text and graphics. Significant time

was required to switch between text and graphics screen settings, a commonly

required procedure in hypermedia.

I found that building a simple knowledge base such as RH required

significant amounts of time. Decisions about content, information chunking,

information structure required much background reading and planning. However,

planning is critical to design of information extraction. This is particularly

true when trying to emulate the environment of a resource manager. Since I was

familiar with many of the concepts involved, significant time savings were

realized. This probably indicates that the knowledge base builder be at least

familiar with the subject matter even under the guidance of domain experts.

Development of the graphics was the other major time consuming task.
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Accurate representation of ecosystem components took much trial and error work.

Conveyance of conceptual material through graphics was much more difficult than

I had originally thought. Perhaps I learned as much abeut what I didn t know

as what I knew. Difficulties were also encountered when determining what

material should be explicitly represented and that which could (should) be

addressed in an implicit or intuitive way. I think one of the major benefits

of hypermedia is the capacity to prompt the user to think between the lines, i.e.

use intuition and insight to make inferences in the knowledge base.

Graphics development could have been made easier by using some of the more

recent and extensive paint packages which enable importation and conversion of

files created in other environments. Clip art and spatial products could easily

be imported. Additionally, software with the capabilities of gradient fill and

layer management would have been very useful. Newer technologies, such as still

video, would have enabled even greater graphics flexibility. However, the costs

of these technologies rendered them inaccessible for this project.

The spatial graphics were kept as simple as possible and were created using

the mouse and the paint software. Templates were consti,.icted for many of these

graphics as was previously described. Map legends were also kept simple to

control the number of legend links. In the future, imported map files will be

used in the place of these simple maps. Many GIS packages enable the output of

DXF format files which can be converted to PCX format needed in KP (Windows

systems will be well suited to dealing with this problem). Using this procedure

satisfies two major requirements of knowledge base development. First, it saves

large blocks of time that would be needed to create the map files from scratch.

Secondly, and probably more important, conversion of existing material serves

as a bridge to other environments and extends the usefulness of the hypermedia
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concept. Undoubtedly, future GIS will include hypermedia capabilities (Anetuccii

et al. 1991). Inclusion of hypermedia in GIS will result in vastly superior

spatial products.

tvelopment of the text material for this knowledge base was less time

consuming than that needed for graphics development. However, large amounts of

background information was sifted to present the relatively small amount of text

material. This process was aided by a general plan of presentations. I knew

before hand what I wanted to present and roughly how I wanted to present it.

Therefore, it was generally a matter of outlining the material and filling in

the voids. I should mention that there is the tendency to fill in too many

voids, i.e. include too much information which results in too many choices for

the user and further inhibits inference by the user. Incorporation of the

Microworld Concept (Kommers, 1992) might aid in restricting the horizon where

information overload might occur. Nicroworlds are self contained modules of

interactive information.

I didnt explore the use of cognitive tools such as SENNFI' or LearningTool

for construction of the knowledge base (Beyerbach and Smith, 1990, Fisher, 1990,

Kozma, 1987, Trochim, 1989). However, the use of these systems may greatly aid

in the development of future knowledge bases. Neural networks, genetic

algorithms, and concept clustering (Michalski and Stepp, 1983) technologies also

show great promise in knowledge base development.

Although the RH knowledge base is effective in presenting information, it

is still limited in its capability of communicating information needed by a
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manager. Speed and comprehensiveness will probably be key to the utility of

information presented in this manner. The importance of knowledge base

maintenance and continual building can t be over emphasized. This is an ongoing

process fed by new research (knowledge) and driven by the need to access this

knowledge in a customized and rapid way. In my view, in order to construct a

domain knowledge base, one must possess a certain understanding of that domain.

Construction of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary knowledge bases requires

systems, philosophies, and technical expertise in holistic approaches.

Hypermedia is a key technology which will undoubtedly be central to future

knowledge management. However, other approaches, models and technologies, such

as cognitive tools, GIS, and telecommunication will amplify its power and make

knowledge accessible to the masses much as Gutenberg did with the printing press.

In my estimation, knowledge bases built around the hypermedia model offer

great potential in providing managers with timely and accurate information in

customized form. Knowledge bases such as the one described in this paper should

provide access to data stored in diverse media at dispersed locations. Perhaps

central to this improvement is the concept of matching our own mental processes

with technology to provide knowledge which can be easily assimilated. The

Neuralware/Software/Hardware model should be a very durable mechanism for future

knowledge management. This mechanism provides a learuing environment for the

user as well as for the developer.

In my view, the hypermedia pattern represents an evolutionary step in

knowledge management. However, this step, although aided by technology, isnt

technology based but rather brain based. The human mind is the true integrator

while the technology enables dynamic category formation and aggregation.

Therefore, the shift toward hyper or meta technologies is as much a thinking
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change (paradigm shift) as it is a technology change.

In the future we must seek better conceptual structures based on more

flexible categories. Construction of knowledge bases using these new conceptual

structures will allow incorporation and integration of reductionistic and

holistic philosophies into a dynamic scale environment. Furthermore, work can

began on more comprehensive knowledge bases which are transdisciplinary.

Hypermedia combined with other technologies such as GIS will enable us to

more clearly understand the earth and the ecosystems on it. Further, our

increased understanding will allow us to manage natural resources in a more

sustainable way.
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(:4TE EANGELANI }fYFEPAE KN)WLXE EASE Hypermedia: pTtantiai for

t:)r1ng, managing arid o:mmuricatirig naurai reEouroe fcaon4)

load ( picture.hkb').

do (cover).

topic cover. (*opening screen*)
select is element (piotdre (RGCC)VEE ,1,8,Y,
[['continue' ,t,590,256],

['quit' ,t,591,292]jfl ,2).

if ?select <>
then dc (?select).

topic 'quit'.
say (Activate FlO from the key'ard or with the mouse.
end.

topic 'continue'

say (' Table of Contents

mLand Ownership Patternsm mCultural Improvementsm

mSocietym mTopegraphym

4mVegetationUm tmMule Deerm

$mSage Grousem mHydrologym

4mClimateim rnSoilsm

mVegetation Type Keym mPlant Species Key*m

mLivestock Nanagementm mWildlife Managementm

nkllossary Mainm rnBibliographym

mGeographic Information Systemsm mRangelandsm

mInterdisciplinaritym mScale and Hierarchym

mCalculationsm, mConversionsm (stock ing rates etc.)

rnHuman Information Process ing#m thnAutomated Information Process ingrn

mUseful QuotesUm').
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topic land cership patterns . (*map of land ownerships*)
is element (picture ( 'RGONER 8,Y,

[['lomback' ,t,592,76]1) .2).

if ?select
then do (?aeleot).

topic lomb3ck
do (continue).
end.

end (4 land cwoAership')

topic cultural Improvements' (*map of improvements . roads etc

select is element (picture ('RGCULT',l,8,Y,
[[riparian' ,g,247,237],
['pipeline' ,g,357,298],
['exclosure ,t,358,398],
[cimback ,t,564,72]1),2).

if ?select <>
then do (?select) and

do ('cultural improvements').

topic 'ripariari' . (*graphic (profile) of typical riparian zone)

select is element (picture (BGRIPPEO' ,l,8,y,
[['raerial' ,g,263,28]]) ,2).

if ?select
then do (?select) arid

do (riparian).
topic 'raerial' . (*aerial view of typical riparian zone*)

picture ('RGRIPARI').
end.

end. (*ripariari)

topic 'pipeline' . (*graphic of water develoçwent*)

picture ('RGPIPE').
end.

topic 'exciosure' . (*text describing exclosure*)
say ('This exciosure is . . .

end.
topic 'cimback'

do (continue).
end.

end. (*cultural improvements*)

topic 'Geographic Information Systems' . (*llS Graphic*)
picture (phdgis').
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end.

topic sooiety'.
say ('This topic is inoc'mplete but will include infonrtion abunt

the social structure, political system and ethnic groups of

the Rarioho Generico region').
end. (*society)

topic 'climate'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information

(graphic, tabular arid text) describing the climatic regime
of Rancho Generioo').

end. (*cljmate')

topic 'vegetation type key'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

describes the plant community types (present groupings), and
habitat types (potential groupings) represented on Rancho
Generico').

end. (*veg type key*)

topic 'livestock management'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

describes the livestock management system used on Rancho

Generico').
end. (*'livestock management*)

topic 'interdisciplinarity'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

describes the importance of teamwork arid multi-perspectives
in the formulations of natural resource policy').

end. (*jnter*)

topic 'scale and hierarchy.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

details systems and system components and the relevance of
viewing natural resources at different scales').

end. (Kscale*)

topic 'soils'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

describes the soil types represented on Rancho Generico. This
information will be communicated through graphics, text, and
tabular means').

end. (*soils*)

topic 'wildlife management'.
say ('This topic is incomplete but will include information which

describes the wildlife management systems used on Rancho
Generico').

end. (*wildlife management*)
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APPENDIX P

Rangeland Hyçxrmap Images
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Jsing the knowledge bases (RANCH. 0KB and PAPER. 0KB)

-You should have atleast:
an IBM compatible computer with 640 Kb RAM
a VGA display -if you have color- set to monochrome mode

i.e. MODE 80 or else you will have blue deer eating pink
shrubs or maps with bad color schemes (graphics
were all constructed in monochrome mode)

a Microsoft compatible mouse- helpful
4 Mb free space on your hard drive

Installation Procedure
1. make a directory your choice of name
2. change to that directory
3. insert the KR runtime disk and type INSTALL follow directions

copy the PCX.EXE program from the Graphics Toolkit
4. look at the READ.ME files on both of the above disks
5. copy the RANCH. 0KB and PAPER. 0KB files into that directory
6. copy all of the graphics (*.pcx) files into that directory
7. when using the system change to the directory you created

and then enter KB at the prompt your screen should have
a listing of the knowledge bases available to use you can
use the left mouse button or arrow keys and F3 to
select the knowledge base of choice.

8. interaction is through the message window which is always below
the main text window you will use the continue command
frequently when problems are encountered use the RiO key
to exit the knowledge base or use help to assist in solving
the problem. The DEMO knowledge base probably should be
consulted first for a short description of KnowledgePro
capabilities.

9. when using the Main Glossary in the RANCH.KB please allow
approximately 20 seconds for KB to partition the glossary
into pages you can page up (right mouse button) or page
down (left mouse button) using the page command in the
message window.

10. sometimes when using the continue command with multiple windows
on the screen, an error window will appear- simply press
continue again.

11. when in a graphics screen to exit you have two choices-
1. select a hypertext node (small square icon near a point of

interest) linking to another graphics or text screen
left mouse button.

2. use the right mouse button to reverse to previous node or
screen this can be done only if the cursor is inside
the graphics screen.

12. Happy Navigating Remember if all else fails use RiO.
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